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Abstract: Graphene-based nanomaterials have shown wide applications in antimicrobial fields due
to their accelerated rate of pathogen resistance and good antimicrobial properties. To apply graphene
materials in the antimicrobial test, the graphene materials are usually fabricated as two-dimensional
(2D) membranes. In addition, to improve the antimicrobial efficiency, graphene membranes are
modified with various functional nanomaterials, such as nanoparticles, biomolecules, polymers, etc.
In this review, we present recent advances in the fabrication, functional tailoring, and antimicrobial
applications of graphene-based membranes. To implement this goal, we first introduce the synthesis
of graphene materials and then the fabrication of 2D graphene-based membranes with potential tech-
niques such as chemical vapor deposition, vacuum filtration, spin-coating, casting, and layer-by-layer
self-assembly. Then, we present the functional tailoring of graphene membranes by adding metal and
metal oxide nanoparticles, polymers, biopolymers, metal–organic frameworks, etc., with graphene.
Finally, we focus on the antimicrobial mechanisms of graphene membranes, and demonstrate typical
studies on the use of graphene membranes for antibacterial, antiviral, and antifungal applications. It
is expected that this work will help readers to understand the antimicrobial mechanism of various
graphene-based membranes and, further, to inspire the design and fabrication of functional graphene
membranes/films for biomedical applications.

Keywords: graphene; hybrid materials; membranes; fabrication techniques; antibacterial;
antiviral; antifungal

1. Introduction

The rapid increase in population has accelerated water and air pollution, leading
to the rapid development of infectious diseases and pathogens worldwide [1,2]. Due to
the abuse of antibiotics and the rapid transfer of drug-resistance genes, pathogens are
becoming resistant to traditional antibiotics at an alarming rate, which makes it extremely
difficult to treat infections [3,4]. As microbial resistance to antibiotics kills millions of
people worldwide [5], it is urgent to develop new types of antimicrobial materials with
both extensive antimicrobial activity and suitable biocompatibility.

Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D), carbon-based, ultra-thin, biocompatible nano-
material with excellent mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties [6,7]. Its derivatives
graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) are very suitable for limiting
microbial infection [8,9]. GO is the oxidation form of graphene, which is rich in oxygen-
containing groups at its edges and defects, such as carboxyl (COOH), carbonyl (C=O) and
hydroxyl (OH) [10,11]. These abundant groups promote interactions with biomolecules
and induce bacterial death in the absence of intracellular processes [12,13]. The antibacterial
effect of graphene generally involves physical and chemical effects [14]. Graphene-based
materials can directly contact the cell membrane or wrap bacterial cells, thus causing phys-
ical damage to bacteria [15,16]. The chemical effect is mainly caused by oxidative stress
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caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS) or charge transfer [17]. The functionalization of
GO surface creates the possibility of obtaining highly effective antimicrobial agents [18].
The surface oxygen function of GO ensures that they are amphipathic, so the GO nanosheets
can easily dissolve or disperse in water or other polar solvents [19]. Therefore, GO can
successfully be used for further functionalization to form nanocomposites, or can uniformly
deposited on different substrates as thin films from aqueous solutions. In addition, GO has
been used as a carrier to disperse and stabilize a variety of nanomaterials, such as metals,
metal oxides, polymers, carbon nanotube, biomaterials, and so on [20,21]. Due to their
synergistic effect, graphene nanohybrids have high antimicrobial efficiency [22]. Due to its
excellent antimicrobial properties and good biocompatibility, graphene nanocomposites
have a wide range of potential applications in antimicrobial packaging, wound dressing
and water disinfection [23]. In addition, it is an excellent drug-delivery vehicle to deliver
various antibiotics and antibacterial enzymes [24,25].

The antimicrobial effect of graphene-based nanomaterials is of great significance for
effective antimicrobial therapy, because its mechanism is independent of antibiotics [26].
To maintain the bulk properties of graphene materials and reduce the cost, graphene
membranes are used, which have high efficiency, little or no side effects and a long service
life [27]. Graphene-based membranes prepared from graphene nanomaterials can even be
directly applied to antimicrobials [28,29].

Many reviews have been released of graphene-based materials’ potential for antimi-
crobial applications [18,23,30]. However, to date, there is no comprehensive review on the
antimicrobial application of graphene-based membrane. In this review, we summarize
the research status of the antibacterial interaction of graphene-based membrane materials
(Figure 1). Then, the preparation methods of graphene membranes are summarized, includ-
ing the casting method, coating method, layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly method and
vacuum/pressure-assisted method. A variety of graphene-based composites developed
for antimicrobial applications are summarized, with an emphasis on the mechanism and
application of graphene-based composites in antimicrobial applications. We hope that this
review will provide valuable insights, stimulate wider attention, and promote the further
development of this promising field.
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2. Properties and Synthesis of Graphene
2.1. Physical and Chemical Properties

Graphene is the simplest form of carbon and the thinnest material ever produced.
Graphene materials have high electrical and thermal conductivity, as well as excellent
mechanical properties [31]. It is well known that the electrical and optical properties of
graphene thin films are strongly affected by graphene grain size and boundary [32].

Graphene is a material with high mechanical strength. Membrane-formed graphene
can provide stronger support and adjustable spacing. Macroscopic membrane forma-
tion can increase the mechanical strength and controllability of graphene materials [33].
Graphene has a very high specific surface area (about 2675 m2/g), and the inherent ca-
pacitance of the original graphene is 0.21 F/m2, which exceeds that of all carbon-based
materials [34]. Li et al. showed through experiments that graphene has a very high specific
surface area and is a highly efficient additive, promoting the heterogeneous nucleation of
water [35]. The addition of a surfactant can improve the hydrophilicity and stability of
nano-materials. Leenaerts et al. pointed out that graphene is hydrophobic using density
functional theory [18]. The binding energy between water droplets and graphene is weaker
than that between water molecules, so water droplets tend to absorb more water molecules
than graphene. This phenomenon shows that graphene is hydrophobic. The existence
of a micro-nanostructure on the surface of graphene enhances its hydrophobicity. Water
molecules can easily pass between graphene sheets without attaching, and the water flux
increases. In addition, due to the existence of hydrophobic properties, particles are not
easily attached to the membrane surface, which can reduce the membrane fouling rate [33].
In addition to the above properties, graphene has many other properties, such as a high
surface area (2630 m2 g−1), high Young’s modulus (~1100 GPa), carrier mobility at room
temperature (~15,000 cm2 V−1 s−1), good optical transparency (~97.7%), excellent electrical
conductivity (3000–5000 W m−1 K−1) and the quantum Hall effect [33]. GO is not as hy-
drophobic as graphene due to the abundance of oxygen-containing functional groups in
the planes and edges. Wang et al. prepared graphene oxide by oxidizing natural graphite
and then reducing graphene by hydrazine hydrate [36]. The contact angle of water droplets
on the surface of graphene oxide is 67.4◦, which indicates that GO is hydrophilic. This
is due to the existence of oxygen-containing functional groups on GO, which can form
hydrogen bonds with water molecules, and the existence of oxidized functional groups
increases the surface hydrophilicity [37]. Graphene-based nanomaterials are different in
size, surface area, roughness, hydrophilicity, dispersion and functionalization, all of which
can affect the interaction between graphene-based nanomaterials and bacterial cells, either
alone or mutually.

2.2. Synthetic Methods

The development of high-yield and cheap preparation technology are the basis of
the wide application of graphene. Many methods, such as mechanical stripping, epitaxial
growth, redox, etc., have been proved to be effective methods of graphene synthesis [33].

Mechanical stripping is the simplest and most primitive preparation method, which
makes independent graphene a reality. In this technique, a piece of graphite is stripped off
several times and then transferred to the substrate. The number of layers in graphene can
then be assessed using characterization methods such as optical microscope, Raman spec-
troscopy, atomic force microscope and scanning tunneling microscope. This method can
still produce the highest quality crystals, but is limited by the inability to scale-up the pro-
cess and is, therefore, only suitable for laboratory-scale experiments and prototyping [38].
Sinclair et al. studied the preparation of graphene by tape exfoliation from the perspective
of molecular dynamics [39]. This was achieved by using molecular dynamics force field
GraFF to represent the dispersion interaction of graphene. For nanoscale graphene sheets,
two different exfoliation mechanisms (mixed-shear and positive-mode exfoliation) were
observed, depending on the polymer binder used. The exfoliation method under these two
mechanisms facilitates the synthesis of graphene rather than multilayer graphite.
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Epitaxial growth is also a common method for the preparation of graphene. Xu et al.
demonstrated the growth of graphene thin films with (5 × 50) cm2 size in 20 min, and the
ultra-high grain orientation of the graphene films is more than 99% [40]. The growth is
the epitaxial growth in graphene on a meter-scale single crystal copper (111) surface as a
template, and the seamless fusion of graphene facilitates the ultrafast growth of graphene
films with high single crystallinity. This was achieved through the preparation of single
crystal Cu (111) from industrial polycrystalline copper foils by temperature-gradient driven
annealing and the wonderful effect of a continuous oxygen supply to adjacent oxides.

Graphite is chemically oxidized to GO and then reduced, which is a common method
for the large-scale production of graphene or rGO. Among the high number of chemical-
reducing agents used to prepare rGO, hydrazine (N2H4·H2O) is the most famous, which
can provide rGO with better electrical and structural properties [41]. DeSilva et al. reviewed
the chemical reduction in GO by ascorbic acid, which is a non-toxic and cheap organic
acid [42]. As hthe obtained rGO has high quality, high productivity, and can produce
stable dispersions that are necessary for many applications, chemical reduction has a higher
priority than non-chemical reduction. Guex et al. investigated the electrical conductivity of
rGO preparation by the reduction in GO using sodium borohydride (NaBH4) as function
of time (2 min to 24 h) and temperature (20 ◦C to 80 ◦C) [43]. They used an inexpensive
water reduction route that relies on sodium borohydride (NaBH4), resulting in the highest
conductivity of reduced graphene oxide to date.

3. Fabrication Techniques of Graphene-Based Membranes

2D graphene and its derivatives are the cornerstone of advanced thin membranes [44].
The molecular and ionic separation mechanism of graphene oxide films is basically selective
transport through spacer channels between graphene oxide flakes, as well as defects and
wrinkles in the graphene oxide flakes (Figure 2a) [45]. Compared with inorganic membranes
or polymer membranes, graphene membranes have a better separation performance and
application potential. However, the predominant graphene-based membranes show high
permeation fluxes, which are fabricated by reducing their thickness to less than 50 nm.
Graphene frameworks with polar functional groups are considered the key properties for
obtaining ideal membranes in nanotechnology [44]. The main methods used to prepare
graphene membranes include chemical vapor deposition (CVD), the vacuum-assisted
method, spin-coating, dropping, and LBL self-assembly. Of the above methods, vacuum
filtration and spin-coating are considered the most efficient for the preparation defect-free
GO membranes [46].

3.1. Chemical Vapor Deposition

CVD is a chemical technology, which mainly uses one or more gas-phase compounds
or elemental substances containing thin-film elements to perform chemical reactions on
the surface of the substrate, to form thin films. CVD is an efficient method for the mass
production of high-quality, graphene-based membranes. Different types of CVD methods
are available, such as plasma-enhanced CVD, thermal CVD, thermal/cold wall CVD and
many others. CVD is an advantageous method that enables the continuous preparation
of graphene films by growing graphene on various substrates (nickel, copper, platinum,
ruthenium or iridium) [32]. Due to the chemical inertness of graphene, the transfer of
graphene from the growth substrate to other substrate can be difficult, and may cause
defects and wrinkles in the graphene membrane during the transfer process. Thermal
fluctuations can also affect the stability of the grown material [38]. Using this method, the
complex transfer process of graphene growth on Cu or Ni substrates is unavoidable. On
such substrates, high synthesis temperatures (>1200 ◦C) or high costs are required and
often degrade the electrical and optical properties of graphene. Liu’s group reported a new
method for the direct synthesis of graphene on various insulating substrates (SiO2, Al2O3,
etc.) by the remote catalysis of copper nanoparticles by atmospheric pressure CVD, which
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provides a low-defect preparation method. This is an efficient method for the production
of large-area graphene membranes [47].

3.2. Vacuum Filtration-Assisted Method

Vacuum-assisted filtration methods are the most common and straightforward meth-
ods for the large-scale fabrication of free-standing, GO-based nanofiltration (NF), micro-
filtration, and ultrafiltration membranes [48]. Generally, GO membranes are prepared by
filtering GO suspensions in water through porous supports, and the selection of porous
supports can optimize the roughness and wettability of the membrane surface to obtain
uniform GO membranes [46]. Baskoro et al. studied the interaction between GO laminates
and salt solutions. The neatly arranged graphene oxide laminates are distributed on the top
surface of the polyvinylidene fluoride-polyacrylic acid (PVDF-PAA) microporous layer by
vacuum filtration. The PVDF-PAA layer was cast on the non-woven scaffold and formed by
immersion in a water coagulation bath. The interaction of graphene oxide with salts plays
an important role in tuning the properties of graphene oxide films (Figure 2b) [49]. Zhang
et al. used the layer filtration construction technique to prepare GO-based membranes
with improved separation efficiency and permeability [50]. The ultrathin GO framework
layer was successfully deposited on the modified Torlon hollow fiber scaffold using the
construction method, resulting in a composite membrane with excellent NF performance.
Alayande et al. reported improved the antibacterial properties of rGO by preparing rGO-
CuO nanocomposite films [51]. The rGO-CuO nanocomposite was synthesized using a
simple hydrothermal method, and the nanocomposite membrane was prepared by filtration
through a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter, with the aid of a vacuum filtration device.
The nanocomposite membrane exhibited good bacterial inactivation effect on Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (PAO1). The antibacterial properties are due to the nanocomposite membrane’s
ability to transfer electrons from bacterial cells, resulting in bacterial cell inactivation. Dur-
ing the preparation of rGO-CuO nanocomposites, the hydrothermal treatment reduces
graphene oxide and generates CuO on the reduced graphene oxide. Therefore, rGO-CuO
aggregates to form a rod-like/sphere-like structure. Furthermore, the formed nanorods
were able to penetrate bacterial cells, thereby enhancing the antibacterial properties of
the nanocomposites.

3.3. Spin Coating

The spin-coating method has the advantages of a controllable thickness, high unifor-
mity, short processing time and low cost. The size and shape of the substrate is a major
limitation to implementing this technology on an industrial scale. Due to the unique
two-dimensional structure of graphene oxide, the nanosheets may align during the coating
process (Figure 2c) [52]. In this process flow, GO suspensions are first deposited on different
substrates (silica, silicon nitride, glass, polymers, copper foils, etc.) to prepare thin and
uniform graphene films. Then, the substrate is rotated at different speeds as needed, and
the procedure is repeated until a uniform film is obtained. The addition of etchants corre-
sponding to different substrates allows for the substrates to be removed, and independent
GO films can be obtained after washing and drying. Since the face-to-face attractive capil-
lary force generated by spin coating can overcome the repulsive force between the edges
of GO nanosheets, thin films with dense GO layers can be obtained by this method. Kim
et al. reported GO films with multilayered nanosheets, whose permeability was affected by
the spin-coating operation, indicating that the microstructure of GO laminates relies on the
precise control of the fabrication process [53]. Chi et al. also used spin coating, but they per-
formed it at a higher temperature to accelerate the evaporation of the solvent [54]. A faster
melting rate (in a boiling water bath) was used to generate an irreversible change between
the shrinkage and expansion of graphene oxide for better exfoliation. The prepared GO
membranes are ultra-thin and ordered, and have good separation application prospects.
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3.4. Drop Casting

Drop casting is also a simple fabrication process for GO-based membranes. In this
method, GO suspensions are drop-cast on smooth-surfaced substrates (such as silica or
paper), and then dried at room temperature. A freestanding and uniform GO film can be
separated from the substrate by direct lift-off. The drop casting technique has received
extensive attention due to its simplicity, ease of operation, rapidity, and small substrate
size. However, even under near-ideal conditions, differences in the evaporation rate or
concentration gradient of the liquid phase across the substrate can lead to changes in the
thickness or internal structure of the entire film [46]. Cobos et al. prepared polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) composite films filled with GO-Ag NPs with antibacterial activity using the solution
casting method [55]. Characterization of its microstructural and morphological indicated
that the fillers had good dispersion in the polymer matrix. In addition, the exfoliated
structure of the nanocomposite results in enhancements to the thermal stability, mechanical
properties, and water resistance of the film. The PVA membranes filled with 0.5–5 wt%
GO-Ag NPs showed antibacterial effects against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus,
and the antibacterial effects were stronger for composites with a higher GO-Ag NPs content.
Compared with E. coli, the PVA/GO-Ag NPs membrane showed a stronger inactivation
of Staphylococcus aureus. The direct contact between bacteria and composite membranes
offered a higher bactericidal effect than contact with the leachate of these membranes.
Akbari et al. reported that high-concentration graphene oxide suspensions containing
discotic nematic phases can be shear-aligned by blade casting to form ordered graphene
oxide laminates [56].

3.5. Layer-by-Layer Self-Assembly

LBL allows for more precise control of the concentration, the geometry of the film to be
deposited, the elasticity of the monolayer, etc., and the surface state. The LBL self-assembly
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technique, which can construct multilayer films at the nanoscale, has received increasing
attention in the fields of biomimicry, clean energy, and microelectronics [57]. Jia et al. used
the LBL self-assembly technique to construct ordered dispersed GO and polymer multilay-
ers, demonstrating an efficient and facile method to improve the quality of proton-exchange
membranes. (PU/GO/PDDA/GO)200 films were prepared by the alternate deposition of
polyurethane (PU), positively charged poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) PDDA,
and negatively charged GO. In addition to electrostatic attraction, intermolecular hydrogen
bonding can also drive the completion of the LBL self-assembly process. Furthermore,
due to the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, phosphoric acid (PA) molecules
are trapped and form PA-doped films. As expected, the (PU/GO/PDDA/GO)200/PA
membrane showed high and stable proton conductivity, benefiting from the formation of
free PA molecular chains and the reduced resistance to proton conduction. The excellent
performance of LBL self-assembly technology in terms of proton conductivity, assembly,
and mechanical stability provides a new strategy for the application of GO in the field of
anhydrous proton-exchange membranes.

Shi et al. [58] prepared porous carbon nitride nanosheets (MCU-C3N4) with excel-
lent photocatalytic properties using the supramolecular polymerization of melamine (C),
melamine (M), and urea (U) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). They used the LBL assembly
method for the first time to intercalate MCU-C3N4 and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into GO
on PVDF films, and the CNT/MCU-C3N4/GO materials were immobilized on the polymer.
Three-dimensional heterostructured photocatalytic membranes (PMs) were fabricated on
polyelectrolyte (PE)-modified PVDF [58]. Compared with pristine GO film and an MCU-
C3N4/GO film prepared using the same method, the PMs with abundant nanochannels
have excellent mechanical strength, good water permeability (14.35 L m−2 h−1 bar−1) and
synergetic removal efficiency of rhodamine B (RhB, 98.31%). In long-term operations,
Rhodamine B is extremely harmful to the human body. It can cause acute and chronic
poisoning injuries when it is ingested and when it comes into contact with the skin. It can
be used as a model pollutant. Wang et al. assembled GO nanosheets with polycations on a
polyacrylonitrile substrate using a LBL self-assembly strategy to form a multilayer film [59].
The migration and rearrangement of PE chains are restricted due to the confinement effect
of adjacent GO nanosheets. As a result, the anti-swelling properties of the polycation/GO
multilayer films are enhanced, making their properties more stable. Due to the anti-fouling
ability of GO nanosheets, the fouling resistance of the multilayer films was also improved.
Compared with pure PE multilayers, the separation performance, stability, and fouling re-
sistance of polycation/GO membranes were improved. Zhang et al. successfully deposited
ultrathin GO framework layers on a modified Torlon® hollow fiber scaffolds using the
LBL approach, enabling composite membranes with excellent nanofiltration performance
(Figure 2d) [50].

4. Functional Tailoring of Graphene-Based Membranes

Graphene has a stable structure and is not easy to react with other substances. Oxygen-
containing functional groups make graphene oxide more functional and endow many
excellent properties. GO can be very stably dispersed in water without dispersants and
stabilizers, which is beneficial to its subsequent functional regulation. Since oxygen-
containing groups are prone to chemical reactions, the surface of GO can undergo various
chemical modifications to form graphene nanocomposites [33]. Graphene membranes have
a nanoporous structure and functional feasibility, which make them ideal for achieving a
higher permeation flux, higher selectivity, and better stability through control of the pore
size and shape of membranes [60].

Graphene nanocomposites are promising antibacterial materials. Polymer matrix
composites can give full play to the advantages of graphene and polymers on the basis
of controllable graphene content [61]. Nanocomposites can overcome the limitations
of individual components, and their structures have good properties, such as excellent
electrical conductivity, easy modification, good dispersion and thermal stability, high
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specific surface area, high mechanical strength, and good flexibility [62]. The following
sections describe graphene-based bicomponent and multicomponent nanocomposites
for antibacterial activity. These nanocomposites include metals, metal oxides, polymers,
biopolymers, and other composite materials.

4.1. Metals and Metal Oxides

The doping of graphene films with alkali, transition or noble metals results in increased
binding energy [60]. Compared with other nanoparticles, Ag NPs have shown good per-
formance in water purification because they limit the growth of microorganisms such as
algae, bacteria and fungi [44]. Silver ions can penetrate cells, destroy cell membranes and
inactivate bacteria. In order to improve the anti-biofouling performance of polyvinyli-
dene fluoride (PVDF) membranes, Li et al. synthesized GO-Ag composites as membrane
antibacterial agents using a simple and environmentally friendly method [63]. GO-Ag
composite films were prepared by phase inversion method using GO-silver composites
with different concentrations (0.00–0.15%) as raw materials. Compared with the unmodi-
fied PVDF membrane, the hydrophilicity, mechanical properties and permeability of the
GO-Ag composite modified membrane were improved. Silver phosphate (AP), as a silver
ion (Ag+) source, has a higher bactericidal effect than silver nanoparticles in membrane
applications. Li et al. synthesized AP-supported GO quantum dots (GOQDs) multifunc-
tional nanocomposites via a facile electrostatic drive method. Subsequently, GOQDs/APs
were intercalated into dense polyamide (PA) layers via interfacial polymerization [64]. The
results show that the thin film nanocomposite (TFN)-GOQD/AP membrane has a strong
bactericidal performance against Escherichia coli, with a sterilization rate of 99.9%, good
stability and excellent antifouling performance during reverse osmosis. Zhu et al. syn-
thesized rGO-copper (rGOC) nanocomposites by in situ reduction as a novel and efficient
biocide [65]. A loose NF membrane was designed using a fast (2 h) biomimetic strategy, in
which the rGOC nanocomposite was tightly co-deposited with polydopamine (PDA) on
the ultrafiltration support. After the PDA-rGOC-modified membrane was contacted with
Escherichia coli for 3 h, the rGOC-functionalized membrane exhibited strong antibacterial
properties, reducing the number of viable Escherichia coli bacteria by 97.9%. Combined with
the release of Cu ions, the antibacterial activity of GO-functionalized films was enhanced
by subsequent ROS-induced oxidative stress in the rGOC composite.

The photocatalytic properties of metal oxide–graphene composites have also been
exploited for antibacterial applications, and increasing the heterojunction density can im-
prove antibacterial activity due to enhanced absorption in the visible region [5]. Metal
oxides can kill bacteria by releasing metal ions and generating ROS upon contact with
bacteria. The adhesion of graphene oxide to bacterial membrane surfaces is inherently
repulsive, and these studies demonstrate that graphene nanostructures can disrupt bacte-
rial membranes to a degree that depends on their size and composition. Abadikhah et al.
prepared a multifunctional thin-film nanocomposite (MTFN) by incorporating a novel
nanocomposite-structured rGO@TiO2@Ag into the PA active layer [66]. This film has a
high desalination performance, dye retention and antimicrobial properties. The special
properties of graphene-based nanocomposites synthesized by a microwave-assisted irradia-
tion process facilitate water channelization and provide superhydrophilic and antibacterial
properties for MTFN membranes. Zhao et al. fabricated GO-based composite films with
high antifouling properties using a phase inversion process [67]. Strongly hydrophilic
GO and antibacterial copper oxide (CuxO) were used as nanofillers and blended with
PVDF to obtain hybrid membranes with excellent antibacterial properties. Due to the
hydrophilic and bactericidal properties of the membrane surface, the composite membrane
exhibits excellent antifouling properties, including higher flux recovery, better resistance
to accumulated pollutants, and lower filtration resistance, especially lower irreversible
resistance. The antifouling properties, especially the anti-irreversible scaling properties, are
significantly improved, showing great engineering potential.
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4.2. Polymers

Graphene can be coupled with a variety of polymers to form membrane materials [68–71].
By optimizing the properties of graphene and polymers and the way of conjugation, the
physical and chemical properties of graphene composite membranes can be optimized.
Lim et al. prepared covalently cross-linked GO membranes using a facile vacuum filtration
method, and cross-linked tannic acid-functionalized GO (TA-GO) and hyperbranched
polyethyleneimine (PEI) [72]. The cross-linked GO membrane exhibits good dimensional
stability and ion separation performance. TA-containing cross-linked GO films exhib-
ited excellent antibacterial activity against Escherichia coli due to the inherent bactericidal
properties of the TA moiety. Zhang et al. prepared covalently cross-linked GO mem-
branes by vacuum-assisted filtration self-assembly after the functionalization of dopamine
(GO-PDA) and branched polyethyleneimine (GO-PDA-PEI) [73]. Compared with GO and
GO-PDA, the GO-PDA-PEI film exhibited extraordinary stability. Notably, Graphene oxide
exhibits excellent photothermal properties under 795 nm near-infrared laser irradiation.
Under 795 nm near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation, the GO-PDA-PEI membrane exhibited
excellent antibacterial properties against both Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus and
Gram-negative Escherichia coli, with an antibacterial efficiency of over 99%.

Kaneda et al. developed a facile method to graft biocidal GO onto chemically inactive
membrane materials using benzophenone as an anchor [74]. The GO nanosheets undergo
an amide coupling reaction and are functionalized with benzophenone. Then, the function-
alized GO nanosheets were grafted onto the inert membrane surface via benzophenone-
induced cross-linking, which was irreversible under UV irradiation (Figure 3a). When
exposed to model bacteria (Escherichia coli), the GO-functionalized PVDF and polysulfone
membranes exhibited robust antibacterial activity, reducing the number of viable cells
by 90% and 75%, respectively, compared to the pristine membrane. He et al. prepared a
bilayer polymer membrane with blood compatibility and antibacterial properties by coating
a GO and sulfonated polyanion co-doped hydrogel film (GO-SPHF) on the underlying
membrane substrate [75]. The double-layer membrane showed strong antibacterial ability,
and had an excellent bactericidal ability for both E. coli and S. aureus. Zhang et al. devel-
oped an ultrafiltration PES membrane with dual antifouling and antibacterial properties
(Figure 3b) [76]. First, the ampholyte hydrogel was UV-grafted onto the PES membrane
surface (p-PES membrane). Then, the hydrogel was loaded into GO nanosheets using a
vacuum filtration strategy (GO-p-PES membrane). Static adsorption and dynamic filtration
experiments showed that p-PES membranes had similar organic fouling propensities to GO-
p-PES membranes. Furthermore, the GO loading induced the antibacterial properties of the
membrane, as demonstrated by contact kill and antibiotic fouling filtration experiments.

4.3. Biopolymers

Biopolymers have been proven to be excellent dopants for antimicrobial materials due
to their rich functions, diverse nanostructures, and excellent biocompatibility [77]. Chitosan
is a polysaccharide extracted from the exoskeleton of crustaceans and the mycelium of
some fungi. Due to its unique properties, chitosan is considered a promising reagent for
molecular separation, food packaging, artificial skin, bone substitutes, water treatment,
electrochemical sensors, biosensors, and several other applications. Chitosan is an interest-
ing graphene immobilization matrix, which can be modified by chemical methods such as
cross-linking, complexation and grafting, and different functional groups can also be intro-
duced. Grande et al. studied the synthesis of chitosan-GO (CS-GO) nanocomposite films
and their application prospects in food packaging [78]. Nanocomposite films were prepared
by crosslinking GO and chitosan at a high temperature (120 ◦C). The results showed that
the CS-GO membrane had better antibacterial properties against Gram-negative Escherichia
coli and Gram-positive Bacillus subtilis. The GO/CS/ZnO composite exhibited impressive an-
tibacterial activity against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, and excellent adsorption
performance for methylene blue [79].
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Sreeprasad et al. studied a composite material containing GO, lactoferrin (LF) and
chitosan [80]. In this composite, LF and chitosan enhanced the toxicity of GO to bacteria and
reduced bacterial viability. Xie et al. investigated the synthesis, structure, and antibacterial
properties of a novel nanocomposite film composed of bacterial cellulose (BC), GO, and
copper oxide (CuO) nanosheets [81]. Nanocomposite films were synthesized by combining
GO-CuO nanohybrid with BC matrix using a uniform blending method. The antibacterial
activity of the nanocomposites against Gram-positive bacteria was superior to that of
Gram-negative bacteria. The antibacterial activity of the BC/GO-CuO nanocomposite
was higher than that of BC/CuO, and the antibacterial mechanism of the nanocomposite
was elucidated. Lin et al. selected hydroxypropyl cellulose (H), CS and polyoxyethylene
(P) as membrane materials to improve the hydrophilicity, antibacterial properties and
yield of nanofibers, respectively [82]. In addition, graphene (G) was added to enhance the
antibacterial properties of the membrane. The antibacterial activity of the membrane was
demonstrated by experiments against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. The highly
hydrophilic HCP and HCPG membranes prevented bacterial adhesion. The presence of
such membranes, especially graphene-embedded HCPG membranes, also greatly reduced
bacterial growth. The small pore size of the HCP and HCPG nanofibrous membranes
prevented bacterial penetration and infection.

4.4. Others

Yan et al. developed a spray-mediated, bio-inspired Ag assembly on reduced graphene-
sodium alginate nanocomposite films for efficient wound healing [83]. The composite
membrane can effectively inactivate PAO1, Escherichia coli and C. albicans, and has the
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ability to protect wounds from infection by pathogenic microorganisms. Geng et al. studied
the direct deposition of graphene films on germanium surfaces with different coverage
areas by controlling the growth time [84]. Compared with bare graphene, the presence of
graphene films enables graphene to have a good antibacterial ability against S. aureus and
acceptable antibacterial ability against E. coli, and the underlying mechanism is thought
to be phospholipids. The combined effect of interference and electron extraction occurs at
the interface between graphene and biofilm (Figure 4). Electrostatic interactions between
positively charged pristine graphene and negatively charged bacterial membranes bind
the phospholipids to the graphene membranes. At the same time, this contact may cause
translocation and the flipping of phospholipids, allowing for phospholipids to interact
with hydrophobic tails due to hydrophobic interactions, further disrupting the function of
the membrane. Dhanasekar et al. found that nanocomposites containing PVA, rGO, and
Cu2O or TiO2 exhibited good inhibition against Staphylococcus aureus, oral Streptococcus,
Escherichia coli, and POA1 [85].

Zhu et al. synthesized zeolite imidazole framework-8 (ZIF-8) on the surface of GO
by an in-situ synthesis, and used it as a novel efficient fungicide to prepare antibacterial
membranes using the interfacial polymerization (IP) process [86]. The results showed that
the ZIF-8/GO nanocomposites have good antioxidant properties, and the improvement in
the antibacterial efficiency of ZIF/GO functionalized films was mainly due to the synergy
of ZIF-8 (Zn2+ release) and GO (oxidative stress) towards the antibacterial effect. In another
study, Kanchanapally et al. recently reported a 3D porous membrane composed of GO
and the antimicrobial peptide nisin, which was able to efficiently identify, separate, and
disinfect water from methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) [29]. In the study
by Peng et al. [87], hydrophilic metal–organic framework (UiO-66) nanoparticles were
embedded into GO layers as microporous fillers to form ultrathin “sandwich” membranes
to improve forward osmosis (FO) performance, the results showed that the nano-thick film
matrix formed by the GO layer has antibacterial activity (90% antibacterial activity).

Zahid et al. prepared a novel, functionalized, GO-based cellulose acetate (CA) mem-
brane using a phase inversion method [88]. The addition of a hydrophilic aminated
graphene oxide (AGO) additive to the CA film enhanced the antibacterial activity of the
AGO-CA film and improved the thermal stability of the film. Zhang et al. fabricated a
series of TFN reverse osmosis membranes by incorporating nanofiller p-aminophenol-
modified graphene oxide (mGO) into the PA skin layer by interfacial polymerization [89].
The bactericidal phenolic functional group’s effect on mGO, the oxidative stress response
of bacteria and the hydroxyl group’s effect on aminophenol can cause an antibacterial
effect. Statistics show that the sterilization rate of TFN reverse osmosis membrane with GO
on Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus with the addition of 0.005 wt% is 96.78% and
95.26%, respectively, which is much higher than the reverse osmosis membrane with GO
added and original reverse osmosis membrane. This study provides a facile and feasible
method for preparing reverse osmosis membranes with good separation performance and
antibacterial properties.
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5. Antimicrobial Applications
5.1. Antimicrobial Mechanism

Graphene inactivates bacteria that contact it. Li et al. changed the conductive proper-
ties of the substrate on which the graphene films were deposited, compared the bactericidal
effect, and demonstrated the charge transfer mechanism [90]. Interestingly, the antibac-
terial activity was clearly dependent on the electrical conductivity of the graphene metal
substrate, and the inhibitory effects on the growth of Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia
coli were increased in the order of graphene/SiO2 < graphene/Ge < graphene/Cu. When
bacterial cells come into contact with graphene materials over time, they may eventually
be destroyed due to several mechanisms: sharp-edged cutting effects, oxidative stress,
cell trapping, and encapsulation sequestration. These mechanisms can act individually
or together to inhibit bacterial growth in a bactericidal or bacteriostatic manner. A com-
prehensive understanding of its antibacterial mechanism is crucial to guide the design of
graphene-based membrane nanomaterials for practical applications. Figure 5 outlines the
antibacterial mechanisms of three common graphene-based materials and illustrates them
in the following sections [91].

5.1.1. Sharp Edge Cutting

In brief, graphene-based membrane nanocomposites have sharp edges that physically
damage the cell membrane when in direct contact with bacterial cells [91]. Pham et al. found
that factors affecting the antibacterial activity induced by the sharp edges of graphene-
based nanomaterials include edge density and the angle at which flakes are in contact
with the cell membrane. The edge length is the lateral dimension of the two sides of
the exfoliated graphene film [92]. The density of graphene edge length is called edge
density, which is positively correlated with the antibacterial activity of graphene-based
nanomaterials. They concluded that graphene with smooth edges has a greater edge density
and better antibacterial effect than rough graphene. They concluded that when the contact
angle was 37◦, the graphene-based nanomaterials began to show antibacterial effects, and
reached the biggest consequent at 90◦. Besides the direct cleavage effect, which affects the
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antibacterial activity, the charge transfer between the microbial cell membrane and the edge
of graphene-based nanomaterials may also be beneficial to increase the antibacterial activity.
Akhavan et al. showed that the reduced graphene-based nanomaterials are more damaging
to bacterial cell membranes than the unreduced graphene-based nanomaterials, because
of the stronger charge transfer effect between the edges of the reduced graphene-based
nanomaterials and the cell membrane [93].
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5.1.2. Oxidative Stress

The main cause of microbial death is oxidative stress [94]. Due to the large surface area
of graphene sheets, they can act as conductive bridges on which redox charge transfer oc-
curs, further enhancing the oxidative stress potential [5]. Oxidative stress usually causes an
imbalance between oxidation and antioxidants, which slows down the bacterial metabolism,
disrupting cellular structure, and ultimately causing the bacteria to lose their vitality [91].
Gurunahan et al. showed that, after exposure to GO and rGO, glutathione (GSH) content
was significantly reduced and ROS content increased by 3.8-fold and 2.7-fold in POA1,
respectively [95]. Graphene-based membrane nanomaterials generate large amounts of
ROS and are thought to be responsible for bacterial oxidative stress. It is generally believed
that GO produces more ROS and possesses a higher GSH oxidation capacity than reduced
GO. However, Liu et al. found that the GSH concentration in E. coli decreased while the
ROS concentration did not increase after exposure to four graphene-based membranes [96].
Interestingly, conductive rGO and graphite have higher oxidative capacity for GSH than
insulating GO and graphite oxide.

5.1.3. Cell Trapping

Another major mechanism for the antibacterial activity of graphene-based membranes
is cell trapping, which describes bacterial cells being captured by graphene-based mem-
brane sheets when they come into contact with them. These bacteria are isolated from the
external environment, and the way they get nutrients is limited. This entrapment effect is
related to the size of the graphene-based membranes. Larger graphene oxide flakes have
a stronger antibacterial effect, which is attributed to the ability of larger graphene oxide
flakes to completely cover bacterial cells and prevent their proliferation. The study found
that the antibacterial activity of GO increased with the increase in its lateral size [97]. It
is possible that the trapping effect temporarily limits the growth of bacteria rather than
killing them. Interestingly, it was found that the size of graphene-based membranes has a
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significant and complex effect on its antibacterial activity by affecting both cleavage efficacy
and cell-trapping efficiency. Simply put, a large size favors the entrapment effect, but a
small size is equivalent to high edge density, which is good for the cutting effect. The size of
GO and rGOs also affect their UV absorption, probably because ultrasound reduces the size
during oxidation. The size of GO and rGO also affects their UV absorption, which may be
due to the possible size reduction caused by ultrasound during the oxidation process [91].

5.1.4. Parcel Isolation

Chen et al. studied the antimicrobial activity of GO to explore its mechanism of
activity and reveal its strong inhibitory effect on the studied microorganisms [98]. GO
killed about 90% of bacteria and inhibited about 80% of macroconidia germination. At a
concentration of 500 µg/mL, some cells swelled and lysed. They propose a mechanism
by which the interweaving of fungal and bacterial spores leads to local perturbations of
the cell membrane. Intertwining leads to the leakage of fungal spore electrolytes and a
decrease in bacterial membrane potential. They believe that one of the main toxic effects
of GO on plant pathogens could be that GO interacts with pathogens through mechanical
encapsulation, locally disrupting cell membranes, and causing cell lysis.

5.2. Antibacterial Applications

As the human microbiome develops, associations between certain bacteria and specific
human diseases are gradually being established. Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus
are associated with infections in different parts of the body [99]. Streptococcus mutans, Por-
phyromonas gingivalis, and Candida albicans have been associated with oral disease [100–102].
POA1 and Klebsiella pneumoniae are typical nosocomial pathogens [103,104]. Salmonella
typhimurium is associated with gastrointestinal disease [105]. Due to its special physico-
chemical properties and unique antibacterial mechanism, graphene membrane material
has great potential to become a novel antibiotic-independent antibacterial drug. The an-
tibacterial mechanisms of graphene nanomaterials are diverse, and the main antibacterial
mechanisms against different bacteria may differ. GO and rGO are toxic to both Gram-
positive (Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative (Escherichia coli) bacteria. Previous
studies have shown that the inhibition of cell division may be the main antibacterial mecha-
nism against Gram-positive bacteria, and mechanical damage may be the main antibacterial
mechanism against Gram-negative bacteria [106]. The study by Karahan et al. showed
that the antibacterial activity of GO was clearly dependent on the cellular physiology of
Gram-negative and positive bacteria [107]. The sensitivity of bacteria to GO is highest
in the exponential growth phase (i.e., the physiological growth phase), while cells in the
stationary growth phase (i.e., the non-growing phase) have considerable resistance to GO.
Importantly, the order of E. coli susceptibility to GO during growth stages is closely related
to changes in the ultrastructure of the cell envelope.

Graphene-based membranes can be used to effectively inhibit the growth of planktonic
Streptococcus mutans and their biofilm formation. For instance, Bregnocchi et al. synthesized
graphene nanosheets (GR) and found that an oral adhesive filled with a graphene-based
film had a significant inhibitory effect on the adhesion, growth and even biofilm forma-
tion of Streptococcus mutans [108], and that oral adhesives filled with graphene-based
films exhibited a significant inhibition of adhesion. In the study of Huang et al. [109],
azide-functionalized AGO was covalently immobilized on the surface of a reverse osmosis
membrane (RO) by azide photochemistry. Surface modification was performed by coating
the reverse osmosis membrane with an aqueous dispersion of AGO followed by UV expo-
sure under ambient conditions (Figure 6a). This simple process produces a hydrophilic,
smooth, antimicrobial membrane with limited reductions in water permeability or salt selec-
tivity. The biofouling of GO-RO membranes was reduced 17-fold after exposure to E. coli for
24 h. Zhang et al. developed a simple, one-step probe sonication method to synthesize ZnO
nanoparticle-functionalized rGO-ZnO nanocomposites by exfoliating graphite oxide in the
presence of Zn2+ [110]. The antibacterial activity of nanocomposites against Gram-negative
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bacteria (Escherichia coli and Serratia marcescens) and Gram-positive bacteria (Bacillus subtilis)
is higher than that of GO and rGO. Furthermore, the incorporation of rGO-ZnO nanocom-
posites into PES membranes can inhibit the growth of biofilms compared to pristine PES
membranes. To improve the anti-biofouling performance of ultrafiltration membranes,
Liu et al. synthesized quaternized graphene oxide (QGO) as a membrane modified by the
in-situ growth of quaternary ammonium salts on the surface of ultrafiltration membranes.
For the first time, QGO with hydrophilic and antibacterial properties was prepared by
chemically grafting quaternary ammonium salt groups with carboxyl and epoxy groups on
graphene oxide as active sites [111]. Using QGD as a modifier, a hydrophilic antibacterial
bifunctional membrane was prepared by the dipping phase inversion method. Compared
with the unmodified PVDF membrane, the hydrophilicity, antibacterial property and me-
chanical properties of the modified membrane were significantly enhanced. Najjar et al.
proposed a novel PES membrane prepared by the phase inversion method with different
loadings of GO and 1 wt% gum arabic (AG) as nanofillers and pore formers [112]. The
prepared membranes were tested for contamination with bovine serum albumin (BSA)
solution, model bacterial suspensions of Gram-positive bacteria (Bacillus subtilis) and Gram-
negative bacteria (Escherichia coli), and actual treated sewage (TSE) conduct a biofouling
test. The results show that the novel PES/GO membrane has strong hydrophilicity and a
negative surface charge, and increases the porosity, pore size, and water flux. The PES/GO
membrane showed a superior antibacterial effect against both Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria, which means that the PES membrane with GO and AG as the novel
membrane has high-throughput and high antibacterial properties. Zhang et al. prepared a
novel synergistic antibacterial guanidine-functionalized graphene/polysulfone (GFG/PSF)
mixed-matrix ultrafiltration membrane by a non-solvent-induced phase separation method
(Figure 6b) [113]. The guanidized graphene nanosheets were prepared by a two-step
grafting method of amination and guanidine. The graphene nanosheets showed high
dispersibility in the casting solution and good compatibility with the polymer matrix. The
bis-diester binding between guanidine and phosphate groups on the cell wall that it induces
allows for high bactericidal rates, even at low concentrations. Compared with pure PSF
membrane, GFG/PSF mixed matrix membrane not only exhibits excellent permeability
and remarkable antifouling performance against BSA, but also exhibits good antibacterial
activity against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus and long-term duration.

GOQDs with hydrophilic groups and single-atom-thick structures have attracted
extensive interest in the field of membrane preparation. By providing additional water
channels in the membrane, GOQDs can increase the permeability of the membrane without
compromising the selectivity. As an effective bactericidal material, silver nanoparticles
were uniformly deposited on GOQDs by a facile method. Yu et al. used interfacial poly-
merization to embed GOQD/Ag into a PA selective layer to obtain a nanocomposite
thin film (TFN-GOQD/Ag) film [114]. Due to the synergistic effect of GOQD and Ag,
the TFN-GOQD/Ag200 membrane exhibited significant bactericidal ability against both
Gram-negative Escherichia coli (98.6%) and Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus (96.5%).
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5.3. Antiviral Applications

In general, GO and its derivatives have broad-spectrum antiviral properties, such as
against positive-sense and negative-sense viruses, RNA and DNA viruses, enveloped and
non-enveloped viruses, etc. Therefore, these materials have great potential for developing
antiviral surfaces and coatings to prevent contamination by virulent and infectious viruses,
including SARS-CoV-2, and to control disease transmission. Graphene has shown potential
to fight viral diseases by developing excellent diagnostic devices, and to control the spread
of infection by developing various components and coatings. Goswami et al. revealed
the development of masks with air filters fitted with functionalized graphene (fG) on
3D-printed mask replicas [115]. Mask replicas were fabricated using Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM). The fG combined with nanosheets has additional adsorption capacity,
with a higher surface area to volume ratio. The fG coating was applied on polypropylene
(PP) cloth by the dip-coating method to enhance antiviral and antibacterial properties.

Valentini et al. evaluated the filtration effect of GO-coated textiles on a model of human
herpesvirus 6A (HHV-6A) infection of human glioblastoma cells (U373) [116]. Textiles coated
with different amounts of GO were able to reduce the HHV-6A infection of U373 cells in a
dose-dependent manner. The antifouling, antiviral and antibacterial properties of LIG have
been proven in air and water filtration applications. Gupta et al. developed a polyimide (PI)
nonwoven supported laser-induced graphene (LIG) air filter with a negligible change in
pressure drop compared to nonwoven supported materials, while a low current density can
inhibit aerosolized bacteria [117]. Its low-pressure antibacterial mechanism was elucidated
through antibacterial experiments on titanium surface and LIG surface prepared on high-
density PI film. The results show that, at extremely low voltages, low current density levels
are sufficient to inactivate a high number of bacteria and viruses. Das Jana et al. found that
copper-graphene (Cu-Gr) nanocomposites possess strong antiviral activity [118]. Using
PVA as a confinement agent, we were able to generate a highly transparent coating based
on Cu-Gr nanocomposites that retains the original antiviral activity in solid form, thus
potentially realizing a wide variety of surfaces to reduce the spread of respiratory viral
infections (Figure 7).
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5.4. Antifungal Applications

In the study of Montes et al. [119], cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and GR were combined
in two different ratios and added to polylactic acid (PLA) using the melt-blending technique.
The obtained PLA-CNC/GR nanocomposites were hot-pressed to prepare films, their
antifungal properties against aspergillus niger were evaluated, and it was found that the
CNC/GR hybrid films had better antifungal activity. Huang et al. aimed to introduce
GO to oral PE membranes for the delivery of antifungal drugs and investigated the effect
of GO on membrane properties, drug release properties, and antifungal activity [120].
Using chitosan and alginate as binders, a PE membrane was formed with the antifungal
drug clotrimazole. The excipients were mixed with clotrimazole, and the oral formulation
was prepared by probe sonication, followed by film casting and drying. The results
showed that the electrostatic hydrophobic interaction between GO and clotrimazole also
affected the antifungal effect of clotrimazole. Gontarek-Castro et al. prepared several
graphene/polyvinylidene (PVDF/G) films with different graphene loadings (0–10 wt%)
by a phase-inversion method [121]. The antifungal activity test of PVDF/G film showed
that the inhibition rate of PVDF/G film against curvularia strain was increased. However,
the antifungal surface properties were found to be the result of a synergistic effect of
graphene toxicity and surface topography. The GO-AgNPs nanocomposites synthesized
by Chen et al. were first utilized to investigate graminearum. Additionally, for the first
time, the antibacterial activity of GO-AgNPs against wheat head blight was studied in vitro
and in vivo. Damage to spores and hyphae, possibly due to the remarkable synergy
of GO-AgNPs, created an antibacterial mechanism, resulting in physical damage and
the production of chemical reactive oxygen species. More importantly, the fungal spore-
mediated chemical reduction in GO may be responsible for its high antibacterial activity.
The in vitro leaf experiments confirmed that the nanocomposite can significantly control
graminearum and protect plants from pathogen infection (Figure 8) [122].
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The above introduction on antimicrobial applications of graphene-based membranes
is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Antimicrobial materials, activity, and application of graphene-based membranes.

GMBs Pathogens Comments Ref.

GNPs Streptococcus mutans Inhibit adhesion and growth [108]

GO-RO Escherichia coli Reduced water permeability, reduced salt
selectivity, reduced pollution [109]

rGO-Zno-PES
Escherichia coli
Serratia marcescens
Bacillus subtilis

Inhibit biofilm growth [110]

QGO Escherichia coli Hydrophilic, antibacterial and mechanical
properties are significantly enhanced [111]

GO-AG-PES Escherichia coli
Bacillus subtilis Superior antibacterial effect [112]

GFG/PSF Escherichia coli
Staphylococcus aureus Good antibacterial activity, long duration [113]

TFN-GOQD/Ag200 Escherichia coli
Staphylococcus aureus Significant bactericidal power [114]

fG-PP SARS-CoV-2 Good inhibition effect [115]

GO-textile HHV-6A Prevent cell infection, has antiviral
properties [116]

LIG-PI
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
T4 virus

Inactivation of a large number of bacteria
and viruses [117]

Cu-Gr Influenza virus Virus particles are inactivated, slowing
infection [118]

PLA-CNC/GR Aspergillus niger High antifungal activity [119]

CS/alginate/GO/clotrimazole Oral candidiasis GO can be used as a functional excipient
for delivery of antifungal drugs. [120]

PVDF/G Curvuria High inhibition rate [121]

GO/AgNP graminearum High antibacterial activity and inhibit
pathogen infection [122]
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6. Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, in this review, we comprehensively and systemically summarize the
synthesis and functional tailing of graphene-based membranes, as well as their appli-
cations in antimicrobial fields. From the above introduction and discussion, it can be
concluded that macroscopic graphene-based membranes can be successfully synthesized
by traditional techniques such as CVD, vacuum-assisted filtration, spin-coating, drop-
casting, and LBL self-assembly. The addition of other functional nanomaterials such as
metals, metal oxide, polymers, biomolecules, and biopolymers, enables the functional
regulation of graphene-based membrane materials with an improved antimicrobial per-
formance, and the nanocomposite-based hybrid membranes can overcome the limitations
of individual component-based graphene membranes. The graphene-based functional
membranes exhibit excellent antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal effects. In addition,
we introduce the mechanisms of graphene-based membranes for antimicrobial resistance,
which are crucial to guide the design and fabrication of graphene-based membranes for
biomedical applications.

Although great achievements have been made regarding the antimicrobial applications
of graphene-based membranes in recent years, it is necessary for researchers to develop
novel techniques and materials to promote the development of this promising research topic.
First, it is necessary to modify graphene materials with highly active biomolecules such as
antimicrobial biopolymers and antimicrobial peptides to enhance the biological properties
of graphene-based membranes. The addition of these biomolecules could improve the
biocompatibility and antimicrobial performances of graphene-based membranes. Second,
the fabrication techniques of 2D graphene membranes should be developed for large-scale
production, with a low cost and high sustainability, as these are highly required for practical
applications in biomedical and other fields. Third, graphene-based new materials should be
studied to improve and optimize the performance of graphene-based hybrid membranes,
which are expected to only show toxicity to the microorganisms, but reveal high bio-
compatibility with human cells, to realize the next generation of the most advantageous
antimicrobial materials. Fourth, other 2D materials, such as transition metal oxides, MXenes,
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), and others could be utilized to fabricate functional 2D
membranes for antimicrobial applications, which could lead to surprising findings and
effects in the future.
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